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Abstract

Crime is a negative, complex and dynamic occurrence that fits to the social changes. So in 
order to fight the crime and prevent it in society, it is very important to know some social dis-
ciplines which clearly help to understand the aim of this phenomenon. To reach this aim we 
must use different techniques which are based on the proceedings pair. The investigations are 
based on the scene, witnesses, police, criminalist experts, medicine, processes and the treat-
ment of cases in the most correct form through a structure of investigation.
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Introduction

The general orientation of science in front of the penal acts nowadays, and especially 
murders, imposes the need to proclaim a fight against crime. By studying the 
phenomenon of crime, it became unavoidable to deal with this issue seriously, especially 
with aggravated murders. The general meaning of a murder is life extinguish of a 
person (Salihu, 2006, 111-112). In the criminalist aspect it means a dead body which 
is found, or a lost person which can be suspected to be killed.  The investigation of an 
aggravated murder is done in the murder scene in order to find out the prints and other 
witnesses about the crime. The proceeding pair must define if the penal act is done or 
not, to find out the murder (Begeja, 207, 310). All this process must be implemented 
quickly, because after collecting all the facts the doubt is orientated to the right address 
(person or persons). All the facts must be verified, and this is the way to authenticate 
the crime. This is the reason why the verified facts open the way to the legal bodies to 
follow, control or deprive of freedom (Korajlic, 2007, 138).

The murder scene checking

The checking of the murder place is an investigation act by which the police 
understands and takes in control the right place where the penal act is done (Latifi, 
2006, 167). In that place they take footprints, (all the prints), blood and all other 
material proves in order to start the investigation (Begeja, 2007, 340). The aim is to 
insure the area. Many authors mention three phases of the place checking:
•	 Insured phases;
•	 Static phases;
•	 Dynamic phases.
 The place of insurement means the insurement of the crime area by police, the 
collection of the facts, information (Begeja. 2007, 342). The static control means not-touching 
anything by hand especially until the finger prints are taken, so this phases is done only 
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by smelling and eye-searching. The dynamic phases means the part of process where the 
investigators capture, draw, take video, analyze the body and crime scene (Latifi, 2006, 167).

The role of police during the fact collection in penal act area
  
The process of proof collection which is implemented by police, needs high standards. 
The police must be effective and the materials they use have to be useful (Korajlic, 
2009, 175). The presence of police is obliged in order to protect the area where the 
penal act is done. During the protection the police must be able to control and to 
manage the situation. This type of investigation needs a professional police which 
has a wide knowledge about the criminality (Ademaj, 2010, 92).
The police have to follow all the way where the murder could escape, and to find the 
material which could be hidden by the murder. It is very important that all the trash 
containers, vehicles and zone around them to be controlled by the police, because 
after the penal act, the murderer could hide the tools or material by which he/she has 
done the crime (Korajlic, 2007, 232).
 

Verification of the investigation version and examination of the crime scene

The examination of the crime scene serves to recognize and uncover new facts, which 
are raised on the basis of known facts unknown until that time.'' Based on these 
analyses there is the opportunity to get acquainted with facts that have happened in 
the past, the knowledge of these facts is a complex process. The difficulty lies in the 
fact that in the beginning of the investigation, a rule investigator does know nothing 
about the offense, facts and circumstances of the criminal act'' (Latifi, 2006, 73). If not 
all the versions are planned, then there can be no unilateral inspection of all proofs 
and all versions will be verified (Begeja, 2007, 537).
Many versions can be raised only to a designated element that is the version for 
motive and manner of committing the murder.  During the investigation there could 
be many versions which often occur parallel with the elimination of some of versions. 

The criminology expertise

The criminology expert traces materials that can be found at the scene after a murder or 
offense. This job requires expertise, technical, scientific and professional knowledge. 
"Expertise is performed by an appointed specialist, who has special knowledge in the 
relevant branch, to perform the expertise. Their main goal is to maintain the material 
evidence, tracks and declaration of persons connected with the case. Usually through 
criminology expertise are discovered the following tracks such as:
•	 ballistic expertise;
•	 expertise for human identification based on photography;
•	 expertise for identification of voice and words;
•	 expertise of biological traces.

The forensic examination

The forensic expert is another specialist, which is present in a crime scene together 
with the police, and starts with the implementation of the forensic autopsy after the 
examination of the crime scene. This procedure is implemented, if the first external 
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examination of corpse at the crime scene did not solve all the questions that arose to 
uncover murder (Begeja 2007, 534).  Forensic expert should investigate the causes of 
death, if any violence was used. In this sense, a forensic expert has a duty to solve two 
important tasks:  first determine why and how a person died? and secondly to protect 
and provide an explanation cause for the death to the justice authorities (Meksi, Blakaj 
2010, 18). The external control of corpse is implemented with the purpose of finding 
evidence and determining the manner and means of murder along with the forensic 
technique (Korajlic, Muharremi, 2009, 224).  Forensic autopsy means the inspection 
of the outside and interior of corpse and clothes. It is important to describe all visible 
damages in clod and which are at the tracks of clod be defining the cause of death.   
The Suspected person is a person for whom state prosecution or the police have a 
suspect of having committed a criminal offense, but against whom it was not started 
an investigation. Another element of a crime scene is the interviewing of witnesses. In 
order to detect and clarify an aggravated murder, there should be an interviewing of 
the eyewitnesses. Police have the right to interrogate persons who may be witnesses 
to a criminal offense and can make a list expertise about interrogations. The purpose 
of the questioning of the witness is obtaining an accurate notification of the complete 
information of the event. The questions include:
•	 Persons who have first discovered the corpse;
•	 The persons that have seen or heard what has happened at the crime scene;
•	 Cousins, relatives, neighbors, friends of the killing person.

Conclusions and recommendations

 This short analysis gave an introduction of the process of detecting criminal offenses in 
general and in particular to aggravated murder is a very complex work which requires 
the commitment of the experts of different scientific disciplines. The study included the 
main steps as a modus operandi of the police, forensic specialist, and prosecutor. This 
study also showed that the fight against criminality included many interdisciplinary 
studies, especially technical sciences. Also in the context of fighting against crime 
it is necessary the inter-institutional approach, since only the interaction of all the 
aforementioned actors and involvements in the process of investigation and detection 
of a criminal offense, is a guarantee for the realization of the goals successfully.
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